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1. INTRODUCTION 

Until recently logistics systems supported only 

processes carried out in classical material flow 

from producer to final user. Recently it has been a 

remarkable growth of interest in optimizing 

logistics processes that supports recapturing value 

from used goods. The process of planning, 

implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost 

effective flow of raw materials, in-process 

inventory, finished goods and related information 

from the point of consumption to the point of 

origin for the purpose of recapturing value or 

proper disposal is called reverse logistics. Reverse 

logistics has become one of the logicians' key areas 

of interest. It enjoys ever-increasing interest of 

many industrial branches. Nowadays a growing 

number of companies realize the meaning of that 

field of logistics. Reuse of products or product 

parts can bring direct advantages to the company 

because it reduces costs associated with acquiring 

new components by using recycled materials or 

recovered components instead of expensive raw 

materials. 

Literature survey that has been done around the 

theme of the reverse logistics area, allowed to set 

out this article aims and objectives. 

In the reverse supply chain the issue of: 

timings, quantities and conditions of returned and 

reusable components make production planning 

difficult [20]. The majority of models assume that 

demand for new products and returns quantity are 

independent Poisson random variables [21] and 

very few use the reliability theory to estimate the 

number of reusable products. Murayama et al. 

[18]-[20] propose the method to predict the 

number of quantities of returned products and 

reusable components at each time period by using 

series system reliability models. The condition 

aspect of returns in a reverse logistic system is 

usually omitted by using assumption that all the 

returns are reusable and usually “as good as new” 

[11]. Only few models use the reliability theory to 
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diversify returned elements’ reusability, but they 

don’t give any guidelines for the way to optimize 

the threshold value of components’ residual life 

(e.g. [18]-[20]).  

In literature the field of reverse logistics is usually 

subdivided into three areas: inventory control, 

production, recovery and distribution planning. The 

model presented in this paper is a inventory model and 

hence the literature survey refers to this area. Basic 

inventory model in reverse logistics is built on 

following assumptions [3]: 

 the manufacturer meets the demand for the final 

products; 

 the manufacturer receives and stores the 

products returned from the final user; 

 demand for the new products can be fulfilled by 

the production or by the recovery of returned 

products; 

 recovered products are as good as new ones; 

 the goal of the model is to minimize the total 

costs.  

 

Inventory models in reverse logistics can be 

divided into deterministic and stochastic models. 

Deterministic models presented in the literature 

are mainly the modifications of the EOQ model 

(e.g. [1,2,15,22,23,25,26,28,32]). There are also 

some models based on dynamic programming 

which are the extensions of the classical Wagner 

Whitin model (e.g. [12,13,24,27]).  

In the class of stochastic models there are two 

model groups: 

 models, in which demand for the new product is 

a consequence of the return; 

 models, in which the demand for new products 

does not depend on the number of returns, but 

the number of returns may depend on the 

previous demand. 

 

In the first group there are models of repair 

systems. These are closed systems in which the 

number of elements remains constant. The main 

goal of such a system is to keep sufficient number 

of spare parts to provide the required level of 

availability of the technical system (e.g. 

[16,29,30]). The second group of stochastic 

inventory models can be divided into continuous 

(e.g. [4-6,14,17,33-35]) and periodic review 

models (e.g. [7,8,10,31]). A more detailed 

description of inventory models in reverse logistics 

can be found in [21]. 

Literature review allows to summarize the 

current state of knowledge and to define the main 

shortages of existing logistics models that deal 

with the reverse logistics problem. The majority of 

models assume that demand for new products and 

returns quantity are independent Poisson random 

variables [21]. Few authors examine the 

relationship between the demand, and the number 

of returns but there are no inventory models in 

reverse logistics that use reliability theory to assess 

the number of returns and very few use the 

reliability theory to estimate the number of 

reusable products. Murayama et al. [18]-[20] 

propose the method to predict the number of 

quantities of returned products and reusable 

components at each time period by using series 

system reliability models. The condition aspect of 

returns in a reverse logistic system is usually 

omitted by using assumption that all the returns are 

reusable and usually “as good as new” [11]. Only 

few models use the reliability theory to diversify 

returned elements’ reusability, but they don’t give 

any guidelines for the way to optimize the 

threshold value of components’ residual life (e.g. 

[18]-[20]). Most of created models assume single 

component product.  

Main goal of this paper is to create the reverse 

logistics inventory model that uses the reliability 

theory to describe reusability of product parts with 

assumption that recovered components are used in 

a production process but they aren’t as good as 

new ones. The model allows to estimate the 

potential profits of the reusing policy in production 

and inventory management. It gives the base to 

optimize some of the process parameters: the 

threshold work time of returns, the warranty period 

for products containing reused elements or new 

components order size. Presented model is an 

extension of the one described in [9]. 

This paper objectives are achieved by creating 

the simulation model that describe analyzed 

processes. Created model makes possible to 

describe analyzed processes with various 

probability distributions. The next step is a 

sensitivity analysis of created model and 

verification process. The article ends with 

conclusions and directions for further research. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

In order to evaluate the influence of various 

reusing and supplying processes parameters, the 

simulation model was constructed.  Because of the 

complexity of the problem and limited possibilities 

of its analytical analysis the Monte Carlo method 

was adopted to model the production system. The 

simulation was created in GNU Octave, a high-

level interpreted language for numerical 

calculations. Created model is based on the 

following assumptions: 

 A company produces the object composed of 

two elements (A and B). The product fails when 

one of components fails – series reliability 

structure. 

 A failure of each component occurs 

independently on other components' failures. 

 If the product fails during the warranty period, 

it is returned to the manufacturer and he has to 

pay some penalty cost (e.g. the cost of a new 

product). 

 The products are returned as soon as their lives 

are ended and reusable B components are stored 

in a stock until new production batch running, 

when they may be reused. 

 Also new B components are stored. We assume 

periodic review of the new B components 

inventory. 

 Under this policy, manufacturer orders a 

variable quantity of new B components every 

fixed period of time in order to maintain an 

inventory position at a predefined base stock 

level. This policy is also known as the order-up-

to level. 

 We assume fixed and equal to one, lead time for 

external order. 

 The component B of the product may be reused 

in a new production, if it was not the cause of a 

product failure and its total work time up to this 

moment is not greater than some acceptable - 

threshold time T (Fig.1). 

 Neither failed elements B can be reused in a 

new production (not repairable) nor any A 

element. All A components are new in a new 

production. 

 New products are manufactured and sold 

periodically in established moments. 

 Demand for the products is a random variable. 

 

The process of reusing of the component B, 

dependently on its threshold age T, is shown in 

Figure 1. The usage of recovered components 

decreases production costs but also increases the 

risk that additional costs occur because of larger 

amount of returns during the warranty period. 

The number of returns that can return between 

two moments of a production beginning and may 

be reused depends on the  number of the products 

that were sold earlier, the length of the period 

between two consecutive production batch, the 

length of the warranty period and threshold work 

time T. Component B may be returned only during 

the product warranty period and reused only if it is 

not older then T. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Process of element reusing in a new production. 

 

Simulation algorithm is realized for the 

assumption that all necessary co-components (A 

elements) of reusable elements are always 

available when needed. It is the simplified 

assumption that allow to focus on the supply and 

production process results coming from managing 

of element B inventory. 

Input parameters to the simulation may be 

divided into groups: 
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 cost parameters (ordering cost, inventory 

holding cost, inventory lack cost, purchase cost 

of a new element B,  cost of preparing of the 

returned B element to reusing , penalty cost 

resulting from a product failure during warranty 

period), 

 inventory model parameters (maximum level of 

inventories of new elements, period between 

orders), 

 reliability parameters (probability distribution 

of A and B elements time to failure, warranty 

period, threshold age of reusable element), 

 demand parameters (probability distribution of 

demand size in unit period). 

 

The results that were gather from the simulation 

allow to analyze cost results, inventories levels of 

new and reusable elements, and customer service 

level. 

 

3. THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The aim of the research was to determine which 

parameters are critical for supply and production 

process  results and to find some general rules that 

allow easily find parameters satisfactory for needs. 

For this reason parameters that was concerned as 

the most meaningful for the cost effects of the 

reusing policy were tested. The results obtained 

during the investigation are shown in Figures 2-11. 

The basic determinants of every inventory 

model effectiveness are the model parameters. 

Analyzed system applies the model where new 

order is placed in constant periods and ordered 

quantity depends on the current inventory level  

and its maximum allowable level. For this reason 

this two parameters: the period between orders (C) 

and the maximum inventory level (S) was assumed 

as critical parameters in the modeled process and 

analyzed from various points of view. 

Figures 2-3 presents the production system 

results coming from potential inventory shortages. 

A customer service level (independently on the 

way of its calculation) is very sensitive on the 

maximal inventory level (S) and on frequency of 

deliveries (C). It confirms their crucial role in 

production effects even for analyzed case, when a 

reusing policy is applied. Growing value of S gives 

similar effect as decreasing value of C – the 

shortage probability decreases. 

 

 
Fig. 2 The percent of a production quantity covered by 

new and reusable elements from the stock for various 

lengths of period between orders (C) and the maximum 

inventory levels (S). 

 

 
Fig. 3 The percent of all simulated periods when an 

shortage occurs (SLU) and the percent of total demand 

unsatisfied because of the component B shortages 

(SLN). 

 

 

When parameters S and C are well determined, 

even up to 20% of total demand (for assumed 

system) may be covered by reusable elements (Fig. 

2). Unexpectedly, the number of used returns in the 

production also depends on S and C values – 

higher S and shorter period C cause higher level of 

reusing. Higher number of sold products (higher 

customer service level) gives higher number of 

reusable returns and savings coming from this fact. 

The relation of new and “old” elements quantity in 

the production – when S and C are correctly 

determined – depends on the reliability 

characteristics of the system. 
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Fig. 4 The average inventory level of new and reusable 

elements. 

 
Figure 4 presents the average inventory level of 

new and reusable elements. The inventory level of 

reusable elements is constant for all tested S and C 

values. The assumption that returns are cheaper 

and are used in the production as first causes that 

there is almost no inventories of “old” components. 

Figures 5-7 present cost results of the supply and 

production process when the reusing policy is 

applied. All costs were calculated per unit of demand 

that occurred in simulation time. This calculation 

allows to make the results independent on real values 

of the demand and make them more general. 

The total cost of the system (Fig. 7) includes costs 

of: ordering and inventory holding for new elements, 

costs of new components purchase and preparing to 

reusing of returns (proportional to the number of used 

elements presented in Figure 2), cost of penalties 

coming from inventory shortages and product failures 

during warranty period (Fig. 6). 

The cost results show that, for modeled system, 

the cost of ordering (Fig. 5) has the greatest 

meaning for economic effects of system 

functioning – the total cost is the highest (c.a. 3,5). 

On the other side, the same solutions (Fig. 7, 

“shortage minimum”) were found as solutions with 

the highest customer service level. This fact allow 

to precise some conclusions: 

 the inventory models with the highest customer 

service level are usually the most expensive, 

 the best way to minimize the risk of inventory 

shortages is to minimize the period between 

orders, what allow for flexible inventory level 

control. 

 

 The rest of cost components has comparable 

effect on the total cost of system functioning (cost 

c.a. 0÷1,5).  

The Figure 6 presents the costs of shortages and 

warranty services and show the same effect as Figure 

2. When the cost of inventory lack is high (low part 

of demand is satisfied), the number of sold product is 

low. It also causes the lower cost of product failures 

during warranty period. For modeled system both 

costs have quite opposite direction and their sum 

seems nearly constant for all tested S and C. 

 
Fig. 5 The total cost of: ordering (CD) and inventory 

holding (CIH). 

 

 
Fig. 6 The total cost of “penalties” resulting from: a 

product failure during warranty period (CO) and the 

inventory lack (CLN) when needed. 

 

 
Fig. 7 The total cost (TC) and its specific cases: for S 

and C determined according to theoretical rules 

described in the inventory literature, for the case that 

gives the lowest cost from all tested possibilities, for the 

solution that gives the highest customer service level 

(minimum quantity of shortages). 
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The summary of the cost analysis is presented 

in Figure 7. The total cost of supply and production 

(TC) is presented for all tested ranges of S and C. 

The plane of costs shows that there is no explicit 

minimum. The maximum is determined by the 

mentioned earlier ordering cost (Fig. 7, C = 1). The 

point found in simulation as the minimum cost 

gives the solutions with very high percent of 

unsatisfied demand (Fig. 3) and from the point of 

view of a real production system cannot be 

accepted. The better solution is to accept values of 

S and C determined according to classical formulas 

accessible in the literature from inventory area 

(Fig. 7, “model”). It gives worse cost results but 

much better customer service level. 

The study of possible effect of basic parameters 

of inventory model (S and C) on the various 

aspects of system functioning  confirms their 

crucial role in the process. The number of possible 

variables in the model causes that there is no 

simple rule, how to determine the best supply 

policy parameters (no explicit cost minimum). The 

model analysis shows that the reusing policy has a 

weak influence on the best inventory model 

parameters. It is mainly because of the low share of 

reusable returns in all demand satisfaction. 

The following part of the sensitivity analysis of 

the model focuses on reliability parameters of the 

reusing policy. The aim of the research is to assess 

the meaning of reliability parameters, which are 

key determinants of the reusing policy, for 

inventory model. The two tested variables are: a 

warranty period length (TW) and the threshold age 

of the reusable component that can be used in a the 

production of new products (T). 

On the base of previous results, three variants 

of  maximum inventory level (S) and period 

between orders (C) were tested (Fig.7, “model, 

cost_optimum, shortage_minimum”), for chosen 

range of T and TW. Ranges of analyzed vectors of T 

and TW were set according to guidelines given in 

literature [9,21 Results of the study are presented 

in Figures 8-11 and concern the case of S and C 

parameters calculated according to literature 

formulas (S = 38, C = 8). The other cases are not 

presented because of their lower effectiveness – 

very high shortages in “cost-optimum” case and 

more expensive results with similar shortages 

effects in “minimum-shortage case”. 

The Figure 8 presents the part of all demand 

covered by new and reusable elements. Depending 

on the warranty period length and threshold age of 

reusable component, even 50% of production may 

be satisfied by reusable elements. The longer time 

TW and T means bigger number of returns and: 

 the lower cost of new elements purchase, 

 the higher level of new elements inventories 

(Fig. 9) and inventory holding cost, for given 

inventory model parameters, 

 the higher cost of warranty services, resulting 

from a product failure during warranty period 

(Fig. 10). 

 

Reliability parameters does not have any 

influence on the number of inventory shortages 

and customer service level (Fig. 10). The total cost 

of system functioning (Fig. 11) strongly depend on 

reusing policy parameters and is determined by the 

cost of warranty services. The total effect of 

reliability parameters on the modeled system 

depends on cost components relations. Lower unit 

cost of warranty service makes longer values TW 

and T profitable. Higher inventory holding cost per 

unit time should reduce the reusing possibility and 

increasing unit cost of new element purchase 

reduce savings from the reusing. 

 

 
Fig. 8 The percent of a production quantity covered by 

new and reusable elements from the stock for various 

lengths of warranty time (TW) and the threshold age of 

reusable element (T). 
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Fig. 9 The average inventory level of new and reusable 

elements. 

 

 
Fig. 10 The total cost of “penalties” resulting from: a 

product failure during warranty period (CO) and the 

inventory lack (CLN) when needed. 

 

 
Fig. 11 The total cost (TC) and its specific cases: for S 

and C determined according to theoretical rules 

described in the inventory literature, for the case that 

gives the lowest cost from all tested possibilities, for the 

solution that gives the highest customer service level 

(minimum quantity of shortages). 

 

 

 

 
SUMMARY 

Optimal solution of the model strongly depends 

on the input parameters that may depend on 

various factors (e.g. the laws that determine the 

length of the warranty period). Higher customer 

service level which is achieved by selecting the 

appropriate parameters of the inventory policy, 

indicates greater quantity of returns, higher level of 

total cost of “penalties” resulting from a product 

failure during warranty period and also the greater 

savings from the use of cheaper recovery.  

There are many possible extensions of the pre-

sented model by taking into account:  

 parameters associated with the process of 

collection and transportation of returns. 

Particularly important may be the consideration 

of different return sources;  

 ability to deliver returns in batches;  

 longer than a period, time of recovery; 

 random lead time for external orders;  

 random times of recovery;  

 complex reliability structure of the technical 

objects. 
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